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Abstract 

While PrP is almost always found in the glycosylated state, there has been very 

little study attempting to explore the effects of the size of glycans, the composition 

of glycans, and the site of glycosylation on the stability of PrP. These effects can 

potentially play an important role in the misfolding of PrP (conversion of PrPC to 

PrPSc), the cause of neurodegenerative prion diseases, either directly or indirectly. 

Glycosylation patterns found in the brain are different in different regions of the 

brain, and the disease vulnerability also varies across different parts of the brain, 

suggesting that glycans could play a role in the infectivity. Glycosylation patterns are 

also a key characteristic of infectious prion strains. Previous studies on other 

glycoprotein systems suggest that glycans impact the stability, structure, aggregation 

rates, and other properties of the protein they are attached to. These properties play a 

crucial role in the context of PrP misfolding. The difficulty associated with carrying 

out site specific chemical glycosylation, the large number of glycans that can attach 

to PrP, and multiple sites of glycosylation in PrP (N181 and N197) make it hard to 

carry out experiments to systematically explore the effects of the size of glycans, the 

composition of glycans and the site of glycosylation on PrP.  

To explore these effects systematically, we performed molecular dynamics 

simulations of mono glycosylated and diglycosylated PrP using glycans that differ in 

size and composition. The behaviour of glycosylated PrP across all the simulations 

were compared. Our computational simulations provide insights into possible glycan-

PrP interactions. Our results show that the glycan-PrP interaction is affected 
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minimally by the bulkiness of the glycans, but the presence of sialic acid groups 

strengthens the interaction significantly. We also show that a glycan attached at a site 

of glycosylation, can take on multiple conformations and can affect the stability of 

different parts of the protein depending on the conformation it adopts. More 

importantly, we report events where glycans induce unfolding within the PrP and we 

identify the segments of PrP that are vulnerable to such unfolding effects.  
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1. Introduction   

1.1  Overview and Aim of the project 

Prion diseases are progressive neurodegenerative diseases that can affect 

humans and animals. The loss of brain cells in these diseases can result in loss of 

balance, malfunctioning of the heart, memory loss, and other pathologies, eventually 

leading to death. These diseases are unusual because the disease-causing infectious 

particles are not external organisms such as virus and bacteria, but naturally produced 

proteins within the body itself that misfolds to take up an infectious form. Therefore, 

traditional methods of treating infectious diseases cannot be applied to 

neurodegenerative diseases, making it very challenging to devise a cure.  

In prion diseases, protein PrP takes up an infectious abnormal isoform and 

aggregates in the brain [1]–[5]. The misfolded PrP, PrPSc, performs templated seeded 

conversion of PrP to PrPSc [6]. Mechanisms by which misfolding, conversion, and 

aggregation occur are poorly understood [4]. Currently, there are only supportive 

treatments for prionopathies and the survival duration is typically 24 months. 

Investigating the mechanism of PrP misfolding, its causes and studying any factors 

that can potentially contribute to the misfolding process will help in the understanding 

of the underlying cause of the disease, which can, in turn, be helpful in the efforts to 

devise medical therapeutics.  

In the case of PrP, one factor that could play a very crucial role in the 

folding/misfolding mechanism and the stability of the three-dimensional (3D) 
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structure is the presence of glycans [7]. Glycans are carbohydrate-based polymers. 

They can be chemically attached to proteins through a post-translational modification 

called glycosylation [8]. Proteins that are modified through glycosylation are called 

glycoproteins. PrP being a glycoprotein, is almost always found in its chemically 

modified glycosylated state [7], [9]. The bulkiness of the glycans, site of 

glycosylation and composition of the glycans can dictate the interaction between 

glycans and the protein. This interaction can have specific effects on the stability of 

the glycoprotein and its folding mechanism. Previous studies of glycosylated proteins 

have shown that glycans can have both stabilizing and destabilizing effects on the 

protein they are attached to [10]–[15]. Glycans can also affect a protein’s folding 

pathway and tendency to aggregate [16]–[19]. All these properties are of immense 

importance in the context of PrP misfolding. Therefore, studying how these effects 

manifest in the PrP molecule is essential to the complete understanding of the 

mechanism of disease spread. 

The difficulty in carrying out experimental studies to understand the impact of 

glycans on PrP is mainly due to the high diversity of the glycoforms [20]. The number 

of possible glycans that can attach to PrP and the availability of multiple sites of 

glycosylation is the cause of the diversity [9]. There has been little quantitative study 

outside simulations and fibrillization studies. Fibrils of un-glycosylated recombinant 

PrP (recPrP) form parallel in-register beta sheets [21], [22], unlike the structure of 

fibrils of naturally glycosylated PrPC that is similar to brain-derived PrPSc [23] (a beta 

solenoid [24]), whereas polyethylene glycol (PEG) chains attached to recPrP as 

glycan mimics prevent fibrillization [25]. Computational studies can provide insights 
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into the atomistic interaction between glycans and the proteins they are attached to. 

Glycosylation computational studies in the past have explored the effects of sugar 

molecules on the stability of various proteins [14], [26]–[29], and the results from 

these studies strongly suggest that glycans could play an important role in the stability 

of a much larger protein like PrP. However, there has been very little computational 

studies that attempt to explore the above-mentioned effects in atomistic scales in the 

case of PrP.  

In this thesis, we use computational methods to systematically explore the 

effects of specific glycosylation on PrP. We attempt to understand the effects of size, 

composition, and the site of glycosylation on hamster PrP using all-atom explicit-

water molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. This project is a preparatory work for 

the future study of specific effects of chemical glycosylation on PrP using single 

molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) techniques. The results from this study would 

help decide the choice of glycans for chemical glycosylation, and hint at the stability 

of the glycoforms.  

1.2  Protein Structure  

The synthesis of proteins is through translation of RNA by ribosomes [30]. 

Proteins are essential building blocks of life that perform several essential functions 

in the body including transportation, storage, cell signalling, and providing 

mechanical support. Proteins are composed of long sequences of amino acids linked 

in a chain like fashion, one after the other. An amino acid (AA) is chemically 

composed of an amino group(-NH2), a carboxyl group(-COOH) and a side chain. 
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The side chain is unique to each AA. There are 20 different AAs that can make up 

proteins. These organic compounds form peptide bonds between each other allowing 

them to arrange in long linear chains which form the primary structure of a protein. 

The AAs in this sequence are numbered from N-terminus (the end with free amino 

acid residue) to the C-terminus (the end with free carboxyl group). Interactions 

between the amino acids in the primary sequence lead to the formation of secondary 

structures, and the interaction between these secondary structures drives the 

formation of tertiary structure, the overall 3D structure of the protein. This native 3D 

structure of the protein plays an important role in determining the protein’s function 

[31].          

 

Figure 1-1Stucture of amino acid and Peptide bond (a) Two monomer structures 

and (b) the monomers connected through a peptide bond 
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Figure 1-2. A cartoon illustrating protein synthesis 

 

Interaction between the atoms of the backbone can give rise to local folds 

within the polypeptide creating regular recurring arrangements of adjacent amino 

acids called secondary structures in the protein [32]. Alpha helices and beta sheets 

are the most common types of secondary structures found in proteins. In an alpha 

helix, carbonyl oxygen forms a hydrogen bond with the amide hydrogen of the 4th 

amino acid further toward the C-terminal. This restricts the chain to form a local 

helical structure. Hydrogen bonding between carbonyl oxygens and amide hydrogens 

in parallel chains, i.e., chains lined next to each other such the direction in which N-

terminus and C-terminus are facing in one chain matches with that of the other, allows 
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the formation of parallel a beta pleated sheet. If the N-terminus of one chain aligns 

with the C-terminus of the other chain, it is called an anti-parallel beta sheet. 

Hydrogen bonds in a beta sheet are formed nearly perpendicular to the protein chain. 

These secondary structures come together through further interactions between the 

side chains of AA from different secondary structures, disulfide bonds between 

cysteine residues, hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions with the surrounding 

water molecules to orient themselves to form the tertiary structure which is the unique 

stable three-dimensional structure of the protein.   

 

 

Figure 1-3 Ribbon diagram of secondary structures: (a) alpha helix (b) parallel 

beta sheets (c) anti-parallel beta sheets 

 

For a protein to accomplish its functions in the cell, it is essential for it to fold 

into its native three-dimensional structure. Folding into the native structure enables 
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specific functional groups to be present on its outer surface, thereby achieving its 

unique function. This folding process is a complex mechanism and has been studied 

extensively [33]. The energy landscape of folding helps in understanding this folding 

process. The landscape is a representation of energies of all possible conformations 

of the protein in a given environment [34], [35]. On this free energy landscape, the 

native structure is the global minima, the structure with minimum free energy [33], 

[36]. Finding the native folded state through a random search among all possible 

configurations can take a very long time, but proteins fold in seconds or less. This 

paradox was stated by Levinthal [37]. It was later understood that proteins fold 

through stochastic searching of conformations accessible to the polypeptide chain 

[35], [38]. The lowest free energy state is achieved through a diffusive search and is 

not entirely random. It is guided by the stability of local interactions [31], [35]. There 

are multiple paths in the landscape through which proteins can fold [39]. However, 

some of the paths can end up trapped in metastable misfolded states [40]. 

If a protein misfolds into a different structure, the protein is not only unable 

to carry out its regular function, but it is also possible for it to malfunction leading to 

lethal effects like in the case of prion diseases [41]. There are mechanisms that exist 

within the cell to prevent misfolding. Chaperone proteins guide proteins to fold along 

the proper folding pathway [42]. They shield proteins from other proteins that might 

hinder the folding process. Proteins with the incorrect shape are unfolded by 

chaperones to allow them to be re-folded into their native structure [43], [44]. There 

are also mechanisms to break down and dispose of the misfolded protein that exists 

within the cells, and it is carried out by protease enzymes. Protease enzymes are a 
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group of enzymes that catalytically hydrolyze peptide bonds to break down the 

misfolded proteins [45]. The misfolded proteins that evade these processes, can cause 

complications. In the case of prion diseases, the misfolded PrP molecules aggregate 

and eventually form stable fibrils which are resistant to the breakdown mechanism of 

the protease enzymes [46]. 

 

 

Figure 1-4 Energy landscape: Notational Cartoon of energy landscape in one 

dimension (adapted from [47]) 

  

1.3  Prion Misfolding 

PrP is expressed highly in the tissues of the brain and the spine, but its 

biological activity is unclear [48]. It may also be found in other organs but in much 
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lower levels of expression [49]. Studies in the past have explored the physiological 

roles of natively folded PrP. These studies suggest that PrPC can affect the 

homeostasis of copper, neuroprotection, stem cell renewal, memory mechanisms, and 

other functions [48][50][51]. 

The structure of PrP in its natively folded state, PrPC, contains three alpha 

helices and an antiparallel beta sheet. The N-terminal domain is unstructured and 

flexible, while the C-terminal domain is structured. During the conversion from PrPC 

to PrPSc, the C-terminal region undergoes structural changes and turns protease 

resistant but the N-terminal region remains protease sensitive [52], [53]. This 

structured core is 100-110 AAs long depending on the species. The structure of PrPC 

has been resolved for various species [54]–[56] and the coordinates of the atoms for 

the structures can be found in the Protein Data Bank (https://www.rcsb.org). Some 

snapshots of this native structure from various species are shown below (Figure 1-5). 

PrP in this native state is non-infectious. Prion diseases are caused by the misfolded 

form of PrP, PrPSc. The structure of this infectious PrPSc has not been resolved 

because the purification of PrPSc is difficult as it forms insoluble aggregates. 

However, studies that used Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and 

circular dichroism (CD) to understand the structure of misfolded PrP indicate that 

PrPSc is found in an aggregated state and its composition is dominated by beta sheets 

[57], [58]. Brain derived PrPSc are thought to have a beta-helical structure, but fibrils 

of un-glycosylated recombinant PrP (recPRP) form parallel in-register beta sheets 

unlike brain derived PrPSc [21]–[23]. Structure of sections of in vitro formed beta rich 

fibrils are available in the protein data bank [24], [59]–[61].  

https://www.rcsb.org/
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Figure 1-5 Snapshots of PrP molecules (available in RCSB) of some selected 

species in their native alpha rich state: (a) Bovine, PDB 1dwy [62], (b)Cat, PDB 

1xyj [63], (c) elk, PDB 1xyw [56], (d) turtle, PDB 1u5l [64], (e) Deer, PDB 4yxh 

[65], (f) Sheep , PDB 1xyu [63], (g)Wild-type Rabbit, PDB 3o79 [66], (h) Bank vole 

Prion, PDB 2k56 [67], and (i) Human Prion (mutant e200k), PDB fkc [68]). All of 

them share similar architecture rich in alpha helix.  
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Figure 1-6 Fibril cryo-em: (a,b) Cryo-em structure of a segment of fibrils formed 

by human PrP in vitro, showcasing in-register beta sheets [61]. (c) View of possible 

four rung beta solenoid structure of brain derived PrPSc drawn to approximate 3D 

reconstruction ( adapted from [24])  

 

Interestingly, PrPSc can act as a seed in the conversion of PrPC to PrPSc, i.e., 

the infectious form can convert the natively folded PrP into the misfolded form, 

initiating a chain reaction [4]. However, the mechanism of conversion of PrPC to 

PrPSc is controversial and poorly understood. Evidence suggests that PrPSc could act 

as a template in the conversion and recruitment of PrPC [46]. This is the fundamental 

cause of the propagation of prion disease. Studies also show the existence of 
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structurally distinct prion strains [69], [70]. Glycosylation patterns of these strains 

are also different. Findings from experiments show evidence of strain-specific uptake 

of glycoforms into PrPSc [71] and certain glycoforms are easier to misfold [72]. 

Glycosylation patterns in the brain are different in different regions, and disease 

vulnerability is also different across different regions of the brain [73]–[75]. This 

suggests that glycosylation could play a crucial role in the misfolding of PrP. The 

mechanism by which the neurons are killed by misfolded PrP is also unclear. The 

neurodegenerative diseases caused by PrP misfolding are called transmissible 

spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs), because the degradation of neurons creates 

vacuoles in the tissues of the brain, leaving behind a sponge-like structure. These 

diseases affect both humans and animals with different species having different levels 

of susceptibility to the disease. Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), Variant Creutzfeldt-

Jakob disease (vCJD), Gerstmann-Straussler-Scheinker syndrome, fatal familial 

insomnia and kuru are human prion diseases, bovine spongiform encephalopathy 

(BSE), chronic wasting disease (CWD), scrapie, transmissible mink encephalopathy, 

feline spongiform encephalopathy and ungulate spongiform encephalopathy are 

animal prion diseases identified to date by The Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC). The structure of PrPSc and the mechanism of conversion of alpha 

rich PrPC to the infectious beta rich PrPSc, factors affecting this conversion are 

important unknowns that are required to be solved to completely understand the 

mechanism and the underlying cause of the disease spread. This understanding is 

crucial to devising therapeutics.  
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1.4  PrP - a glycoprotein  

A notable feature of PrP is that PrP is a glycoprotein, i.e., it is almost always 

modified by the chemical addition of glycans through post translational 

modifications. N181 and N197 are two sites that allow for N-glycosylation in PrP 

[7]. The glycans that can attach to these sites are bulky oligosaccharides, and when 

attached to proteins, they are known to affect the stability of the protein both at the 

local site of glycosylation and globally [10], [12]. Studies conducted in the past to 

investigate the glycan effects suggest that sugar molecules can affect the folding 

mechanism by changing the populations of intermediate states, final structures, 

aggregation tendency, and so on [19], [76]. The properties of proteins that are known 

to have an impact due to the presence of glycan are of significant importance in the 

case of PrP misfolding. Therefore, glycans can potentially play an important role in 

PrP disease spread mechanisms. PrPSc is almost always found to be in the 

glycosylated state [77] even though glycosylation is not a necessary requirement for 

PrP to misfold [78]. Previous studies strongly suggest that glycosylation plays a 

significant role in the prion disease itself [7]. Also, by changing glycosylation, the 

infectious properties of some prion strains could be altered [72]. This is supported by 

experimental findings of strain specific uptake of glycoforms into PrPSc [71]. 

Different strains of human prion diseases have been found to contain different 

patterns of glycosylation [79]. PrP from different tissues can have different 

glycosylation patterns in the brain [73]. The vulnerability of different regions in the 
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brain also differs [74], [75], [80]. All this strongly suggests that glycans could play 

an important role in the misfolding process.  

 

Figure 1-7 N-glycosylation sites on Hamster PrP: a) linear sequence and b) 3D 

image of Hamster PrP (PDB 1b10) pointing out the glycosylation sites in red [54]. 

 

All the above-mentioned effects of glycans on the properties of proteins, like 

the native structure, its stability, folding mechanisms, and folding pathways, 

combined with the results from studies suggesting evidence of high levels of 

glycosylated PrPSc strains and modified infectivity in glycosylated prions, suggest 

that glycans could have a significant impact on the stability of PrP structure, 

folding/misfolding mechanisms, rates, and energy barriers. However, despite the 
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above-mentioned efforts, the role of glycans in the misfolding of PrP is still poorly 

understood. This is due to the diversity in the prion glycoforms. Mass spectroscopy 

studies have revealed that there are more than 50 possible glycan chains detected in 

the PrP from brain cells [9], [20]. Compared to PrPC, PrPSc contains increased levels 

of tri-antennary and tetra-antennary glycans, i.e., glycans with three are four branches 

[20]. Each of the two possible sites of glycosylation, N181 and N197, can be occupied 

or vacant[9], [20]. The number of glycans that can be attached to PrP and the 

possibility of PrP being mono- or di-glycosylated gives rise to 3000 different 

glycoforms [20]. This diversity in glycoforms limits the types of experiments and 

systematic analysis that needs to be performed. Lack of control in producing the 

desired glycoform, i.e., limiting a glycan chain to link to a selected site between N181 

and N197, makes it difficult to synthesise and isolate single molecules with specific 

glycosylation. This makes performing single molecules studies on specific 

glycosylated variants hardly possible. Such studies are necessary to understand the 

specific effects of glycans on PrP’s structure and the folding pathway. Therefore, 

studies aiming to understand the specific effects of glycans on PrP in the past were 

limited to computational approaches [26]–[28]. While these studies have yielded 

insights into sight specific stabilizing effects and effects of glycans on dimerization, 

these computational studies have had several limitations. They either had short 

simulation times to notice significant effects due to bulky glycans or did not consider 

the possibility of heterogeneous glycosylation, also the current force fields have seen 

a lot of improvement over the force fields used in the past studies.  
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1.5 Outline of the study 

 This study aims to explore the impact of glycans on prion structure and 

stability by studying the effects of size of glycans, site of glycosylation, and 

composition of glycans through all-atom, explicit solvent MD simulations using the 

molecular dynamics software AMBER.  

To investigate these effects systematically, we modelled three different 

glycans that differed in structural complexity and composition. The effects of the 

glycans were studied on a model of Hamster PrP (PDB 1b10 [54]). Three different 

glycoforms using each glycan were built, i.e., mono glycosylation at N181, mono 

glycosylation at N197 and homo diglycosylation. Each of the glycoforms (including 

an unglycosylated PrP) were simulated for 1 microsecond. Three such simulations 

were produced for every glycoform. The dynamics of these glycoforms and that of 

unglycosylated PrP were studied and compared. 

The rest of the thesis is organised into four chapters. Chapter 2 describes 

glycosylation and discusses the various known effects of glycosylation on proteins. 

Chapter 3 introduces molecular dynamics, discusses the construction of glycoforms, 

and the choice of force fields used to simulate PrP glycoforms in this study. Chapter 

4 presents the results and observations from all the simulations, and Chapter 5 

outlines the results and discusses possible future studies that are motivated by the 

results.   
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2. Glycosylation  

Proteins are modified through covalent addition of specific chemical groups. 

These enzymatic modifications can either occur post translationally or co- 

translationally. Glycosylation, phosphorylation, methylation, acetylation and 

addition of lipids are some commonly seen modifications to proteins[81]. These 

modifications can directly impact the structure, stability, folding, solubility, catalytic 

function and biological activity of the proteins. The probability of proteins 

existing with no modifications in physiological systems is low, most proteins 

generally undergo multiple post translational modifications [82], [83].  

 Glycosylation is the chemical modification of proteins through covalent 

attachment of glycan groups, i.e., oligosaccharides/carbohydrate groups [8]. It is also 

known to be the most complex form of covalent modification to proteins due to the 

large number of enzymatic steps involved in the process [82]. Glycosylation is known 

to affect protein solubility and protein functions like adhesion, motility, and cell 

signaling [84], [85]. Depending on the atom that forms the link between the protein 

and the glycans, glycosylation is divided into O-glycosylation and N-glycosylation 

[8]. Since PrP undergoes N-glycosylation only, we focus only on the mechanism of 

N-glycosylation in this thesis. The nitrogen atom in the amide group of asparagine 

(Asn) forms the link between protein and glycans in N-glycosylation. For N-

glycosylation to occur, it is necessary that the asparagine present in the AA sequence 

of the protein falls in the pattern, Asn-X-Ser/Thr, where X is any amino acid but 

proline [8]. N-glycosylation begins in the endoplasmic reticulum and can occur co-
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translationally (if a protein is secreted into the ER co-translationally) or post-

translationally. In spite of the fact that glycans are often structurally highly flexible, 

they can provide stability to glycoproteins at the local site of glycosylation [86], [87]. 

In most cases, they are also known to help proteins fold into their native 3D structure 

and provide additional stability, but sometimes, they can have destabilizing effects 

on the structure[13], [15]. Presence of glycans can also affect the enzymatic activity 

of proteins [88], [89].  

Several studies in the past have attempted to understand how glycans affect the 

structure and functioning of proteins. Even though a lot has been learned, yet there 

are so many things that are still unclear. Glycans are generated by linking multiple 

monosaccharide units through glycosidic bonds and there is a large variety of 

chemically different monosaccharide units that can take part in this process. These 

units can link in any possible order to form the glycan. The monosaccharide units can 

also link to form multiple branches within the glycan. Due to this, the glycans can be 

seen to have diverse possible configurations. This diversity is the main challenge 

faced in studying its effects, as it makes isolation and characterization difficult. The 

bulkiness also makes it challenging to crystalize the glycoprotein. 

The next sub-section discusses the mechanism of N-glycosylation, the type of 

glycosylation PrP molecules can undergo.  

2.1  N-glycosylation   

N-glycosylation begins in the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) and the glycans 

continue to get modified in the Golgi apparatus [90], [91]. The synthesis of glycans 
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can begin even before the translation of the protein. It is estimated that mammalian 

glycans have more than 7000 structures which are assembled only using 10 

monosaccharide units, namely, Fucose (Fuc), galactose (Gal), glucose (Glc), N-

acetyl galactosamine (GalNAc), N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc), glucuronic acid 

(GLCA), iduronic acid (IdoA), mannose (Man), sialic acid (SA), and xylose (Xyl) 

[92], [93]. Biosynthesis of mammalian glycans occurs through complicated 

pathways. It begins with the synthesis of dolichol-linked precursor oligosaccharide 

[94], [95]. N-acetylglucoseamine (GlcNAc) attaches to dolichol phosphate on the 

cytoplasm side of ER [96]. This is followed by the building of the core of the glycan 

unit through the addition of mannose units in the ER. More mannose units can be 

further added to this core to initiate branching in the glycan structure. Then, 

glucosyltransferase attaches more glucose molecules to the mannose units in the 

glycan. Oligosaccharyl transferase transfers this glycan to the protein by recognizing 

the consensus sequence at the N-glycosylation site [97]. The glucose residues present 

in the glycans at this stage are known to attract chaperones which help in protein 

folding[95], [98]. After which, glucosidase removes the glucose units from the sugar 

molecule. The glycans are further enzymatically edited through the addition and 

deletion of various monosaccharide units through various stages in the Golgi 

apparatus [91].  
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Figure 2-1 N-glycosidic linkage 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Illustration of glycan development through ER and Golgi apparatus: 

A cartoon showcasing development of glycans in different stages through ER and 

Golgi apparatus ([99], [100]) 
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The core of the glycan that links to the protein is a common sugar sequence for 

all N-glycans [90]. It is generally made up of two GlcNAc units attached linearly to 

the Asn residue to form a disaccharide structure, followed by a mannose unit which 

is then followed by two more mannose units linked to the first mannose unit creating 

two branches. This core can further be extended through linear or branched chains of 

monosaccharide units, and there is no necessary template to this construction. N-

glycans can be high mannose, i.e, the rest of the glycan apart from the core can be 

rich in mannose units. They can also be complex, i.e., after the core, the rest of the 

glycan is rich in a variety of different monosaccharide units like GlcNac, galactose, 

fucose, sialic acid, and other monosaccharides. There is also a hybrid type wherein 

some branches can be mannose rich while other branches have complex compositions 

[93], [101]. The glycans can grow to a size that is comparable or even much larger 

than the protein they are attached to. Since N-glycosylation may occur co-

translationally, the glycans could attach to the protein even before its complete 3D 

structure is formed [10]. This can result in altering the stability of the intermediate 

state to which the glycan attaches and could potentially change the protein folding 

pathway.  

 

 

Figure 2-3 Structure of the core of N-glycans 
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Figure 2-4 Illustration of types of glycans: examples of a) mannose rich glycan, b) 

a complex glycan, c) a hybrid glycan represented through block diagrams. 

  

2.2  Impact of glycosylation on proteins   

Glycans can have varied impacts on the stability of the protein’s structure. 

Several in silico and in vitro studies have been conducted in the past to explore these 

effects [14], [15], [17], [19], [29], [102]–[104]. Glycans usually increase the thermal 

and kinetic stability of the proteins they are attached to by reducing dynamic 
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fluctuations, and this increase in the stability is manifested as an increase in the 

unfolding temperature and can be experimentally measured. There are also studies 

that report destabilizing effects of glycans on the glycoproteins, this was mainly due 

to decreased long range interactions within the protein. The in-silico studies 

conducted to explore the effects of glycans on the stability of glycoproteins shed 

lights on the interaction between glycan and protein at a molecular level. These 

studies suggest that glycans can increase the stability of the local site of glycosylation. 

Effects on the stability of the glycoprotein due to N-glycosylation is relatively higher 

than O-glycosylation [12], [105], [106]. A recent study summarizes and reviews the 

role of glycosylation in protein folding [10]. Some results from past studies on the 

glycan effects on protein structure and stability, protein folding, and other properties, 

along with studies discussing effects of bulkiness, branching and presence of sialic 

acid units in the glycans are mentioned below.  

Glycosylation of ECorL (lectin from Erythrina corallodendron) resulted in no 

changes in the overall 3-dimensional structure, but it was seen to reduce the non-polar 

solvent accessible area when compared to its non-glycosylated variant [76]. This 

result supports the experimental observation of higher thermodynamic stability of 

glycosylated variants [107]. The study also shows that glycans’ dynamic view of 

interactions with protein residues is very different from what can be observed in the 

static picture in the crystal structure. It is also suggested that glycans help proteins to 

form long range interactions between the AAs, thereby helping the protein in its 

folding process. In another study using glycosylated form of SBA (soybean 

agglutinin), a beta rich protein, showed higher stability in thermal unfolding at normal 
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and elevated temperatures due to formation of non-covalent interaction between 

glycan and protein [108]–[111]. In fact, the folded structure of legume lectin was held 

by the glycans through the non-covalent interactions. The dynamics of glycosylated 

Ribonuclease B showed that glycosylation resulted in increased stability by reducing 

dynamic fluctuation [11]. The global structures are however not affected through 

glycosylation. However, NMR measurements showed that N-glycosylated variants 

of the protein showed protection of amide-proton resonances both at local sites of 

glycosylation and far away residues from solvent exchange. This was not seen in un-

glycosylated protein, thereby resulting in its reduced stability. While all the above-

mentioned studies provide evidence for increased stability of glycoproteins due to 

glycosylation, it is not the case always. Glycosylation in MM1 protein resulted in 

destabilization of the structure. This was because of the loss of long-range interaction 

due to the formation of short-range interaction with the attached monosaccharide 

[15]. Im7 has a glycosylation site on a short loop between ordered secondary structure 

and on a helix. When glycosylated at the compact turn motif, it is seen to positively 

promote folding. But when the glycosylation site is at the center of a helix, it 

negatively affects its folding [29]. The core trisaccharide of an N glycan has shown 

to accelerate the folding by 4-fold and stabilize the beta sandwich structure in 

adhesion domain of the human immune cell receptor cluster of differentiation 

(hCD2ad) [103]. In another study exploring the effects of glycan, this time by 

introducing a glycosylation site in PinWW domain, it was observed that the excluded 

volume effects due to glycan destabilizes the structured part of the proteins [102]. 

Folding kinetics can also be hugely affected by the presence of glycans. In the 
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absence of glycans in erythropoietin (EPO), the intermediate states were seen to have 

reduced stability. It also changed the rate limiting step of the folding reaction and the 

folding kinetics were accelerated for both the intermediate and the final native 3D 

structure. Glycosylation was seen to increase the stability of the intermediate species 

greatly than the native structure. This suggested that glycosylation does not accelerate 

the folding by biasing folding pathways, but instead, it slows down the process. The 

study also provided evidence to show glycosylation destabilizes the unfolded state 

thus contributing to greater equilibrium stability of EPO [19]. 

Thermodynamic and kinetic stability is also affected by glycosylation. The 

increase in the thermodynamic stability also results in an increase in the melting 

point, and this can be experimentally detected. A computational study on SH3 domain 

variants showed that increase in thermodynamic stability is the result of 

destabilization of the unfolded state rather than the stabilization of the folded state. It 

was also noted that the polysaccharide chains forced the unfolded systems to adopt 

more extending conformations[14]. But in MM1 the thermodynamic stability was 

reduced due to conformational distortion induced by trading off long range 

interaction to form short range interactions with glycans [15]. 

Presence of glycans can also affect protein aggregation [112]. This is 

important in the context of PrP misfolding as PrPSc prefers its aggregated state. The 

steric effects of the bulky sugar molecules often lead to inhibition of aggregation. The 

un-glycosylated forms of Peniophora lycii phytase (Phy) showed 200 times faster 

aggregation compared to the glycosylated form[17]. In the variable domain of HIV1 

Envelope protein, glycosylation prevented the formation of secondary structures by 
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stabilizing pre-existing conformations and provided resistance against thermal 

unfolding. The simulations from the same study showed that glycan-glycan 

interactions along with disulfide linkages provided further stability and increased the 

formation of beta sheets [113]. In a study of dimerization of human carcino 

embryonic antigen-related cell adhesion, the addition of an N-GlcNAc at potential 

glycosylation sites inhibits dimer formation[18]. In winged bean agglutin lectins 

(WBA) it was observed that dimerization was independent of glycosylation, similar 

to the study on ECorL, as the glycosylation site was located far away from the site 

involved in dimerization. In acidic WBA (WBAII) glycosylation reduced the 

structural integrity [114]–[117].  

Some of the monosaccharides that make up the glycans, carry an 

electronegative charge. Sialic acids are one such diverse group of molecules with 

nine carbon backbone and are usually attached to the end of the glycans. Due to their 

negative charge and hydrophilicity, sialic acids play a variety of roles in normal and 

pathological processes[118]–[120]. Specific changes in the oligosaccharide attached 

to glycoproteins are known to be involved in disease progression and they have been 

identified as biomarkers for several diseases. There are many studies in recent years 

attempting to understand the role of glycosylation in cancer, inflammation, and other 

human diseases. Glycans are also known to play an active role in the immune system. 

Immunoglobulin G (IgG) is a glycoprotein and glycosylation is important for its 

binding with the receptors and un-glycosylated IgG antibodies are unable to mediate 

the inflammatory response. Glycosylation of IgG is extensively studied in rheumatoid 

arthritis. It was observed that decreased terminal sialylation and galactosylation of 
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IgG were the common factors in autoimmune disorders [121], [122]. Expression of 

certain sialic acid rich antigens such as cancer driving hallmarks in advanced stages 

of cancers [123]. To increase the affinity to the carbohydrate-binding proteins, such 

as galectins and selectins, these antigens crowd the surface of cancer cells. This 

interaction of glycans with carbohydrate-binding proteins is a crucial event for 

neoplastic progression and the formation of cancer metastases [124]. Even though 

SA is seen to play an important role in many diseases, very little has been explored 

about the effects of sialic acid on the dynamics of the glycan and its effects on the 

stability of the glycoprotein. One computational study on biantennary and tri-

antennary glycans suggests that SA can affect the flexibility of the glycans and may 

change the protein function they are attached to [125]. Since sialylation is seen 

commonly in glycans in prion strains, it is also suspected that it could play a role in 

animal to human transmission, it is therefore essential to understand the effects of the 

presence of SA on PrP [126].  

 

Figure 2-5 Structure of Sialic acid: Chemical structure of the negatively charged 

N-Acetylneuraminic acid, the most common sialic acid found in humans. 
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2.3  Possible Effects of Glycosylation on PrP 

All of the above-mentioned studies strongly suggest that glycosylation can 

affect the protein structure by stabilizing it in most cases and destabilizing it in some 

cases. Both long-range interactions and short-range interactions in the glycoprotein 

can be influenced by the presence of a glycan. They can also have an impact on the 

folding mechanisms by altering the stability of the intermediate species and changing 

the rate limiting steps. Glycans can also impact the aggregation, oligomerization 

properties of the glycoprotein they are attached to. All these properties are also crucial 

in the case of PrP misfolding. Prion diseases, which currently have no cure, are purely 

caused by the misfolding of the PrP glycoprotein and past studies have shown that 

glycans can have a significant role in the process [7]. Strains of PrPSc also indicate 

glycans could have definitive roles since they are known to have a characteristic 

preference to patterns of glycosylation. As mentioned in the previous sections, the 

vulnerability of different parts of the brain varies, so does the pattern of glycans 

observed in different tissues of the brain. The above-mentioned list of studies 

suggests that it is possible that glycans may affect the process of folding/misfolding 

by altering the stability, folding pathway, and aggregating tendency of prions 

proteins. Therefore, understanding the effects of glycans on the structure and the 

stability of PrP despite the complexity involved becomes crucial. It is extremely 

important to investigate how the effects of glycans manifest in the case of PrP to get 

a better understanding of the molecular mechanism of the disease spread.  
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PrP’s N-glycosylation sites, N181 and N197, are present on an alpha helix 

and on a short loop connecting two helices respectively [7], which is similar to the 

case in Im7 where glycosylation affected the stability based on the secondary 

structure of the site of glycosylation[29]. Even though glycosylation is not a 

requirement for PrP misfolding, PrPSc is mostly found to be glycosylated. In fact, 

certain glycoforms are known to convert PrPC to PrPSc with more ease [72]. This is 

supported by the experiments finding strain-specific uptake of glycoforms into PrPSc 

and by the link between tissue dependent glycosylation patterns in the brain 

suggesting that the composition plays an important role in the misfolding [71]. The 

distinctive patterns of phenotypic prions that are propagated allow glycans to be used 

as strain markers [69], [70], [127]. Studies also suggest that species barrier for prion 

infection may also depend on the glycoform [128]. All of this motivated us to 

investigate the effects of the site of glycosylation, size of the glycans and the presence 

of sialic acids in glycans attached to PrP. We aim to explore these questions through 

MD simulations of various glycosylated forms of PrP. The techniques and models 

used are discussed in the next section.  
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3. Molecular Dynamics Methods 

 

Molecular dynamics (MD) has seen a lot of development in recent years and 

people rely on MD simulations a lot to help understand and interpret results from 

experiments [129]. Experimental techniques used to visualize biomolecules can 

capture static molecules but are limited by their inability to directly visualize the 

dynamics of the molecules. The functioning of biomolecules depends greatly on the 

dynamics of these molecules, therefore along with the knowledge of the static 

structures, understanding the dynamics also becomes crucial [104]. To understand 

how glycans affect PrP, we are interested in “watching” the dynamics of the single 

molecules at atomic scales, which is not yet possible through experiments, although 

it can be done in computational simulations. MD provides a way to study the 

dynamics by generating time evolution trajectories of these systems. Conformational 

change, ligand binding, protein folding, the flexibility of different segments of 

protein, interaction within the molecule and interaction of the molecule with the 

solvent, are explorable through MD. This is also the reason why MD is being used 

extensively in drug discovery [129], [130]. In another project that I am actively 

involved in, which aims to find therapeutic solutions to Covid-19, we used MD 

extensively to model and identify different conformations of the frameshift 

stimulatory pseudoknot of the Sars-Cov-2, the coronavirus which caused the COVID-
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19 pandemic [131]. This structure could be a fruitful target for therapeutics treating 

COVID-19.  

Molecular dynamics was used for the first time in 1957 to perform simulations 

of simple gas [132]. Twenty years later, the first molecular dynamics of protein was 

performed on bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor [133]. From then on, the efficiency, 

modelling capability, and accuracy to replicate real biophysical environments have 

gone up. MD simulations are also being used to interpret experimental results and 

design further experiments. X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR), cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), and other experimental techniques, 

within the limitations of their resolution, provide information on the static structures, 

i.e., relative coordinates of the atomic positions. This information is used as the 

starting structure in MD simulation. However, these structures can often have atom 

clashes, missing atoms, missing residues, crystallographic water molecules, and other 

defects. These problems arise due to the resolution of the experiments and the 

difficulty in crystalizing large protein structures. All these need to be resolved before 

setting up the simulation. As a first step of the correction, the missing residues and 

atoms are added at the right location, unwanted crystallographic water molecules are 

removed, and the protonation states are assigned. Water molecules and the 

boundaries of the box in which protein is placed to run the simulations, if used, can 

be defined at this stage. Next, the steric clashes, bad bond angles and bond lengths 

are removed through an energy minimization step. By doing this, the system’s energy 

will reach a nearest local minimum, i.e., it reaches a stable conformer that is 

structurally closest to the starting structure.   
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 Next, the system is gradually heated to bring it to the desired temperature. 

Then, equilibration is performed in which the force, velocity and atomistic positions 

of all the atoms are calculated at every step to evolve the system in time. This 

generates the system trajectory. The accuracy of the description of the forces on the 

system in an MD simulation is essential to determine how realistic the simulations 

are.  

Molecular force fields models are used to compute forces used in the 

calculation of the time evolution of the system. There are several models of force 

fields optimized for different systems, for example, there are protein force fields 

specific to proteins, nucleic acid force fields to describe nucleic acids, and so on. A 

protein force field, for instance, would have terms accounting for electrostatic 

interactions, spring-like terms for covalent bonds, torsional potentials, bond angle 

and bond lengths, specific to standard amino acids [134]. These force fields along 

with any additional external forces that are defined on the system are accounted for 

in the Hamiltonian used to calculate the force on individual entities of the system. 

Over the years there has been a lot of refinement in the force fields, specifically, 

parameters defining the side chain interactions have been refined extensively. From 

a study involving extensive comparison of simulation results with experimental data, 

it is conclusive that over the years, protein force fields have seen a great improvement 

in their ability to accurately describe systems in spite of their inherent approximations 

[135].  
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The atomic coordinates of the atoms in MD simulations evolve according to the 

laws of Newtonian Physics. Force Fi, on the ith atom, with mass mi and acceleration 

ai is given by, 

 �⃗�𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖�⃗�𝑖 3.1 

 

 �⃗�𝑖 = −∇⃗⃗⃗𝑖 (𝑉) 3.2 

If the initial coordinates, initial velocities, and the potential energy of the 

system are known, the coordinates and velocities for the consecutive time steps can 

be generated through numerical integration. The interaction potential energy can be 

written as sum of two terms, a term representing covalent interactions and a term 

representing non-covalent interactions, as described below, 

 

 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝐸𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 3.3 

   

 

 

Figure 3-1 A typical force field (FF) model: The total potential energy written as a 

sum of bonded, and non-bonded energy terms. Terms (A-C) are the “covalent” energy 

terms they refer to harmonic potentials of bond lengths, bond angles and dihedral 

angles. Terms (D, E) are the “non-covalent” terms, and they include electrostatic 

interaction energy and Lennard-Jones potential. The Figure adapted from [129]  
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Time scales for the events explored through MD like protein folding, ligand 

binding, and other events, can range from a few picoseconds to microseconds. Events 

like aggregation can take several days. But the time step used in MD simulations can 

only be a few femtoseconds, one order of magnitude lesser than the time taken for 

hydrogen bond vibration (the fastest atomistic movement), to ensure numerical 

stability in the time evolution integration. Given the power of modern-day computers 

and GPUs [136], [137], it is still very difficult to run millisecond long simulations 

within reasonable time limits. Few hundred nanoseconds to a few microseconds of 

simulation time are still the optimistic time scales to explore through MD simulations, 

while keeping track of all the atoms in the system, using today’s technology [129], 

[134]. To reduce the running time of the simulation, approximations can be 

introduced. For example, implicit water models, which replaces water molecules by 

a continuum medium with dielectric properties of water and coarse-grained models 

for proteins, where an entire AA is replaced with one, two, four or six beads [138], 

[139]. Even though both of the aforementioned approximation models produce less 

accurate systems, they drastically reduce the computational cost by decreasing the 

number of entities to keep track of. Such approximations can be useful to study 

mesoscopic behaviour of large molecules, which are currently very difficult to study 

using the all-atom models. 
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3.1  Explicit and Implicit solvation models 

To create a realistic environment for the biomolecules, they are usually placed 

in a water filled box with well-defined periodic boundaries. The periodic boundary 

ensures that the water molecules exiting the box from one side are compensated by 

incoming water molecules from the opposite side to maintain a constant density. The 

size of the box is selected such that the least distance between the biomolecules in 

the system and the sides of the box is above 8-10 Å, the general cut- off distance used 

to compute electrostatic interactions. For bigger and more dynamic molecules, a box 

with much a larger dimension is chosen. This would also increase the number of 

water molecules included in the box many times. Keeping track of all the oxygen and 

hydrogen atoms of all the water molecules along with the biomolecule and computing 

their interaction for every timestep is required for the system to progress in time. 

Therefore, an explicit description of water molecules naturally increases the 

computational cost. An alternative is an approximation that defines water as a 

continuum medium with dielectric properties of water [140]. Implicit solvation 

models have been continuously refined over the years, yet they are far behind in 

catching up to the accuracy of the explicit solvents [141]. The stochastic nature of 

explicit water molecules is key to solvent-protein interactions. It is for this reason, 

we use TIP3P water model [142], a widely used explicit solvent model, to study 

glycosylated PrP.  
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Figure 3-2 Cartoon representation of explicit water molecules: Water molecules 

of TIP3P water box. 

 

3.2  Representation of the system 

The approach in coarse grained models is to represent a system, say amino 

acids, by pseudo atoms which are usually referred to as ‘Beads’ [143]. These pseudo 

atoms are constructed to replace sets of atoms in the system. The number of beads 

used to represent the AA is chosen depending on the timescale of the events of interest 

and accuracy requirements [143]. A protein, therefore, would be represented by a 

chain of connected beads. Representing the AAs through beads can decrease the 
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number of degrees of freedom. While the atomistic interactions are not captured, 

coarse grained force fields aim at capturing the mesoscopic behaviour [139], [144] . 

Folding and structure predictions of large proteins, the interaction between large 

proteins and protein membrane systems, aggregation, and other events involving 

large number of atoms or longer time scales, are studied using coarse grained 

approximations as it can be very expensive in the all-atom representation. It can also 

be used to run multiple long simulations for an extensive sampling of the phase space 

within a very reasonable running time. However, even the six-bead coarse grain 

model has higher accuracy than the single bead, Cα model, but it still fails to capture 

the side chain dynamics accurately unlike all-atom models.    

 

 

Figure 3-3- All-atom and coarse-grained representation: A peptide chain 

represented by a) all-atom model and b) one-bead coarse grained model. 
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The all-atom representation describes every atom in the system uniquely 

providing higher accuracy in the description of the systems [145]. Conformational 

dynamics, interactions between secondary structures, the effect of perturbations, 

mutations, and ligand binding are captured with great detail through the all-atom 

description [129], [134]. Apart from the computational cost, another disadvantage in 

using the all-atom model is that it does not allow for breaking or making of covalent 

bonds during the running of the simulation. This drawback is present in both all-atom 

and coarse-grained representation. Quantum mechanical (QM) model is designed to 

overcome this problem [146]. In the QM model, the system is modelled using 

quantum mechanical approaches. It is usually employed to study chemical reactions. 

But due to the extensive calculations, the computations involved need a lot of time 

which is why they are used to model systems with few 100 atoms. Most often, a 

hybrid model, QM/MM (quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics) is used to 

describe a part of the system using QM while the rest of the system is described using 

the all-atom model [147]. This is because quantum mechanical calculations can 

increase the computational cost by many times.  

Therefore, the choice of the description of the system depends on the system of 

interest, the properties that are being studied on the system, computational resource 

availability, i.e., both speed of the processors and the memory availability to store 

data, the nature of the analysis, and the timeline availability for the study. 

In this project, we aim to understand the effects of attaching a glycan to the 

prion protein by studying the conformational changes, differences in the interaction 
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within the protein, and other physical properties. The glycans that are used in this 

study differ in composition and size, ranging from two units of monosaccharides to 

much larger branched structure that is comparable to the size of the protein itself. 

This motivated us to employ the all-atom model for our description of the PrP 

glycoforms. Coarse grained simulations have not been able to describe glycan 

interactions in PrP accurately [15]. 

 

3.3  Computer simulations for higher sampling 

Molecular dynamics simulations, despite its convenience of use, suffers from 

certain disadvantages due to its dependence on computational power. For instance, if 

the folding time of a protein is estimated to be 500 ns, it is not always likely that it 

would take the same time or even a microsecond for it to fold. It is possible that the 

protein gets trapped in a local minimum on its folding pathway and remains there for 

an extended period of time. Spending a long time in the trap would consume 

computational time and resources while not exploring much of the phase-space. The 

difficulty in overcoming a huge free energy barrier for folding can pose challenges 

to the MD simulation. To overcome this problem and to explore more of the phase-

space, other computational simulation methods like Monte Carlo (MC), Replica 

exchange molecular dynamics (REMD), accelerated molecular dynamics (aMD) 

were developed. Historically MC simulations were performed before MD. In MC, a 

random gaussian step is added to the positions of the atom and algorithms exist to 

keep or reject the new step based on the energy of the new system [148], [149]. 
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Systems with lesser degrees of freedom can benefit from MC. REMD is aimed at 

exploring larger configurational space in lesser computational times [150], [151]. 

Multiple MD simulations are performed at different temperatures simultaneously, 

and a pair-wise exchange is performed at regular intervals depending on temperature 

and energy differences between selected simulations. By allowing the systems of 

similar potential energies to sample conformations at different temperatures, systems 

can overcome energy barriers on the potential energy surface thereby producing a 

large ensemble of states [152]. The exchange attempts are accepted with a Metropolis 

probability,  

 

 𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑀𝐷(𝑖 ↔ 𝑗) = min {1, exp [({𝛽𝑗} − {𝛽𝑖})(𝑈𝑗 − 𝑈𝑖)]} 3.4 

 

where, Ui is the potential energy of ith replica, βi = 1/(kBTi), kB is Boltzmann constant 

and Ti is the temperature of the ith replica. 

 

In accelerated MD (aMD), a non-negative boost potential, ΔV(r), is added to 

the system when the true potential energy of the system, V(r), is below a chosen 

threshold, E, to decrease the energy barrier [153], [154]. The aMD simulation is 

performed using a modified potential, V*(r). The boost to the potential, ΔV(r), is 

computed using E, V(r) and α, where α is the tuning parameter.  

 

 𝑉∗ = 𝑉(𝑟), 𝑉(𝑟) ≥ 𝐸, 3.5 
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 𝑉∗ = 𝑉(𝑟) + ∆𝑉(𝑟),        𝑉(𝑟) < 𝐸, 3.6 

 
∆𝑉(𝑟) =

(𝐸 − 𝑉(𝑟))2

𝛼 + 𝐸 − 𝑉(𝑟)
 

3.7 

  

Values of E and α are determined by running a short conventional MD. By 

decreasing the energy barrier, a system in a local minimum can overcome the barrier 

quicker and progress to the global minimum. Accelerated MD is still under 

development to work along with the currently existing force fields. All these methods 

enable better sampling but are not aimed at capturing the time evolution of the 

system. Therefore, we used conventional MD in this thesis. 

 

Figure 3-4 Biased potential in Accelerated MD: Schematic representation of 

normal potential (thick line) and a possible biased potential (dashed line). Image 

adapted from [154]. 
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3.4  Simulations of glycosylated PrP 

To study the effects of glycosylation on PrP, we chose the Hamster PrP 

molecule as the rates of susceptibility to prion disease is high in Hamster. The NMR 

structure of the protein is available at the Protein Data Bank under the ID “1b10” 

[54]. To study the effects of the size, the site of glycosylation and the composition of 

glycans, three different glycans with different structural complexity and chemical 

composition were chosen. First, a diacetylchitobiose, a very short glycan with two 

GlcNAc units and very little structural complexity. Next, a complex biantennary 

glycan, a relatively bulkier glycan with two branches and more subunits. Lastly, a 

complex biantennary glycan with sialic acid groups was chosen. These glycans were 

then attached, as described below, to a model of Hamster PrP (PDB 1b10 [54]) and 

micro-second long all-atom simulations were performed in explicit water for various 

glycoforms. Site specific effects were tested through simulations of singly 

glycosylated PrP with glycan at either N181 or N197. Dynamics of doubly 

glycosylated PrP was also studied and compared against singly glycosylated PrP. The 

difference in the size of the glycans allows us to study the effect of size at each site. 

Addition of sialic acid adds negatively charged units to the glycan chain, which 

allows testing the effects of presence SA of PrP.  
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Figure 3-5 Block diagram of glycans used in the simulation: a) Diacetylchitobiose 

b) A complex biantennary glycan c) A complex biantennary glycan with sialic acid. 
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All the simulations were performed using AMBER 18 molecular dynamics 

software and Compute Canada systems. Additional software used to study the 

structure and analyze the simulations are MOE (Molecular operating environment), 

and Python-3.7.  

 

3.4.1 Preparation of the starting structure for the simulations 

 The PDB 1b10 has 25 submitted conformers [54]. When aligned and 

overlapped, these conformations appear nearly identical, and differences arise only 

in the flexible regions. Examining the structures in MOE for overlaps, it was noted 

that the difference in the root mean square deviation (RMSD) in the coordinates of 

not just the backbone atoms, but all atoms in the protein was less than 1.56 Å which 

clearly indicates great overlap among the structures for a 104 AA long protein. From 

the figure below, it can be noted that the difference between the conformers can be 

seen in the loop connecting helix 3 and sheet 2, in the first two residues in the N-

terminus, and last two residues in the C-terminus of the protein. Since these regions 

are mostly unstructured, they are expected to be highly dynamic in the MD 

simulations compared to other regions of the protein. Therefore, any of the 25 

structures would be a good starting point for the MD simulations. This is because the 

above-mentioned differences between the structures would have very little or no 

impact after the minimization and the heating steps of the MD. So, the first structure 

in the PDB file was selected. Using MOE, fixing missing hydrogen atoms, correcting 

protonation states of the AAs to pH 7, and other preliminary corrections were applied 

before it was used in the MD simulations.  
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Figure 3-6 Hamster PrP 3D structure under the PDB ID-1b10: Overlap of all the 

25 structures in the PDB entry. 

  

 The “LEaP” module of AMBER is used to read the PDB file of the starting 

structure, perform any modification to the starting structure, load force fields and 

libraries necessary for the simulation, and generate parameter files used in setting up 

the simulations in AMBER. The name “LEaP” is coined because it is used to link, 

edit and add derive parameters for the MD. AMBER offers a command line version 

and a graphical version of the LEaP module called “tleap” and “xleap” respectively. 
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Since Compute Canada systems were used to perform simulations, tleap was used 

extensively in the project.  

A PDB file can be edited and modified by using any text editor. AMBER has 

very specific requirements for the input PDB files. The leap module recognizes AAs 

using three letter codes assigned to different AA within the PDB file. For every three-

letter code, there is a corresponding template of atoms in the AMBER force field 

libraries. If there are missing atoms in the PDB across a three-letter code, AMBER 

will fill in the missing atoms using its libraries. Also, the three-letter code for AAs 

with any modifications is different from their natural state. For example, a cysteine 

(Cys) in its unmodified state is recognized using the code CYS and a cysteine 

involved in a disulfide bond is recognized by CYX, which has a different number of 

hydrogen atoms in its template. This is not true for other PDB readers and visualizers. 

Most PDB visualizers use the term “CONECT” followed by the atom numbers to 

read such linkages. If a PDB is not edited with the right codes according to the 

AMBER requirements, AMBER will not create the necessary linkage. Instead, it will 

fill in the missing atoms according to the template in the AMBER libraries which can 

lead to a system that is different from what is intended to be created. While the 

command “PDB4amber” in the LEaP module can be helpful in converting a PDB file 

to AMBER’s readable form, we found editing them manually provided more control, 

especially when building the glycoforms.  
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3.4.2 Building glycoforms of PrP 

 The glycoforms of PrP were built manually. Firstly, the PDB file of the selected 

Hamster PrP structure was edited such that the protein was capped at both the N 

terminus and C terminus to neutralize the ends. Next, as mentioned earlier, the three-

letter code for Cys residues involved in disulfide bridges were changed from “CYS” 

was changed to “CYX” and all the hydrogen atoms were removed from the residue. 

The appropriate number of hydrogens will be added by the leap module as it checks 

for missing atoms with the library and fills them automatically while reading the file. 

Along with the modification to Cys residues forming disulfide linkages, the Asn 

residues involved in the N-link was modified from “ASN” to “NLN” and hydrogen 

atoms were removed from the modified residue. In the case of doubly glycosylated 

variants, both N181 and N197 were modified appropriately. At the end of the capped 

protein chain in PDB, a “TER” card was used to indicate the end of the chain. 

Following that, the three-letter codes of the monosaccharides and atoms in the unit 

with their coordinates were listed one after the other with a “TER” card separating 

each monosaccharide. The AMBER specific glycan codes for various 

monosaccharides are available in the GLYCAM force fields libraries. 

 This edited PDB file was loaded into tleap, the command line version of the 

LEAP module, after importing the “leaprc.protein.ff14SB” and 

“leaprc.GLYCAM_06j-1” force fields, along with the TIP3P water box [155], [156]. 

These force fields are currently the recommended force fields by AMBER for 

glycoprotein systems. The bonds between the cysteines that form the di-sulfide 

bridge, bonds between asparagine and the first monosaccharide of the glycan chain, 
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and the bonds between the different monosaccharides were specified using the 

commands in tleap. A water filled periodic box with a buffer distance of 14 Å was 

constructed around the glycosylated protein, and Na+ ions were added to the system 

only to neutralize the residual charge. The parameter files necessary for the MD 

simulations were generated along with a PDB file of the starting structure. These 

steps were repeated for the three glycans, diacetylchitobiose, complex biantennary 

glycan and complex biantennary glycan with sialic acid. For each glycan, three 

glycoforms were prepared (mono glycosylation with glycan at N181, mono 

glycosylation with glycan at N197 and homo-diglycosylated variant with glycan at 

both N181 and N197).   

AMBER also provides an online glycoprotein builder at www.glycam.org. The 

PDB file of a protein can be uploaded to the website, and the glycoform can be 

constructed using an interactive oligosaccharide builder or from a preexisting library 

of oligosaccharides or using a condensed GLYCAM notation recognized by the 

website. The server also provides the option to solvate the molecule and download 

the necessary parameter files. However, the website is not completely developed, and 

we noticed few limitations to using the web server. Firstly, the option to choose the 

desired force fields to generate the simulation parameters is absent. Next, even though 

it recognizes the site of glycosylation, changes to three letter code for the 

modification at the site of glycosylation is absent. Therefore, these modifications had 

to be performed manually after downloading the structure. The glycam server was 

useful in getting the relative spatial coordinates of the atoms in the glycan. It is for 

this reason, we used tleap to build the glycoprotein entirely while referring to the 
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structures made by the glycam server only for the rough initial coordinates of the 

atoms. 

 

Figure 3-7 Simulation starting structures of PrP glycoforms with 

diacetylchitobiose: a) mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N181 b) mono 

glycosylated PrP with glycan at N197 c) diglycosylated PrP. 
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Figure 3-8 Simulation starting structures of PrP glycoforms with complex 

biantennary glycan: a) Mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N181 b) mono 

glycosylated PrP with glycan at N197 c) diglycosylated PrP. 
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Figure 3-9 Simulation starting structures of PrP glycoforms with complex 

biantennary glycan with sialic acid: a) Mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N181 

b) mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N197 c) diglycosylated PrP. 
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From the construction above it is clear that the size of the larger glycans used 

is comparable to the size of the protein. The solvated systems were subjected to 

energy minimization and then heated to 300 K gradually after which the systems were 

simulated for a total length of 1 microsecond at constant pressure. The different 

glycosylation variants used, and the number of replicas of each variant are listed in 

the table below. Simulations of the un-glycosylated variant were also performed to 

be used as the control system to the calculations. The simulations used GPUs 

available in the Compute Canada resources. 

Analysis of the simulations was performed using CPPTRAJ and PYTRAJ tools 

within the AmberTools package [157]. CPPTRAJ is the main program in AMBER 

for processing trajectory files. Using commands specific to CPPTRAJ, various useful 

quantities can be extracted from the trajectory files. The list of actions commands are 

available in the CPPTRAJ manual (https://amber-

md.github.io/cpptraj/CPPTRAJ.xhtml). PYTRAJ is a python package binding to the 

CPPTRAJ. It allows the user to utilize the functions of CPPTRAJ within a python 

ecosystem, thereby increasing the flexibility of data handling. Documentation for 

PYTRAJ is available currently at https://amber-

md.github.io/pytraj/latest/index.html.  

 

 

 

 

  

https://amber-md.github.io/cpptraj/CPPTRAJ.xhtml
https://amber-md.github.io/cpptraj/CPPTRAJ.xhtml
https://amber-md.github.io/pytraj/latest/index.html
https://amber-md.github.io/pytraj/latest/index.html
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Table 3-1 Table of simulation stats: List of various glycoforms built, the number 

of independent simulations performed and their simulation time. 

  
Glycan attached 

Position of 
glycosylation 

Total 
simulation time 

Number of 
simulations 

Unglycosylated  - 1 μs 3 

Diacetylchitobiose  181 1 μs 3 

Diacetylchitobiose  197 1 μs 3 

Diacetylchitobiose  181 and 197 1 μs 3 

Complex biantennary  181 1 μs  3 

Complex biantennary  197 1 μs 3 

Complex biantennary  181 and 197 1 μs  3 

Complex biantennary with 
Sialic acid  

181 1 μs 3  

Complex biantennary with 
Sialic acid  

197 1 μs 3  

Complex biantennary with 
Sialic acid  

181 and 197 1 μs 3  
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The various glycoforms built, the number of independent MD simulations 

performed, and the time of simulations are summarized in Table 3-1. The frames from 

the last 500 ns of the simulations were grouped into multiple clusters based on their 

structural similarity, which was quantified by the RMSD between the frames. This 

was repeated for all the simulations performed. The central structure in each cluster, 

called the “cluster center”, is the representative structure for that cluster. The cluster 

centers of the top three clusters (three most populated clusters) of all the simulations 

were visualized and studied using MOE. Physical quantities extracted from the 

simulations are discussed below.  

 

3.4.3  RMSD 

The RMSD (root mean square deviations) of the Cα (Figure 1-1) in the protein 

backbone from the simulations were monitored to check for significant 

conformational changes. The value is computed by measuring deviations in atomic 

positions of selected atoms from each frame with respect to a reference frame. The 

reference frame used in this study was the NMR structure of Hamster PrP. RMSD of 

the protein structure in a frame with respect to the reference frame is defined as, 

 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷 =  √
1

𝑁
(∑ 𝛿𝑖

2)

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

 

 

3.8 

where δi, is the distance between atom ith atom in that frame and the reference 

frame. Usually, all the structures from the frames used in the calculations are 
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superimposed over the reference frame before computing RMSD to avoid deviations 

due to rotation and translation of the molecules. That way, large deviations in RMSD 

would indicate structural changes only. A plot of RMSD as a function of time (or 

frame number) would help understand the extent of changes to the structure through 

the course of the simulation. 

 

Figure 3-10 Example RMSD plot: Example RMSD plots of two systems, a very 

stable system with minimal structural changes (grey curve) and a system that’s 

undergoing a lot of structural changes (black curve). 

 We used RMSD plots to recognize the stable segments of the simulations to 

carry out further calculations. 

 

3.4.4 RMSF 

 The RMSF (root-mean-square-fluctuations) of the α carbons of all the residues 

were computed for a stable 100 ns towards the end of all the simulations and the 
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average RMSF for every glycoform was computed and plotted. RMSF is calculated 

by measuring fluctuations in the selected atoms across chosen frames. By choosing 

100ns, towards the end of the simulation, in which no drastic conformational change 

occurred, we could understand the stability of different portions of the protein. RMSF 

plots were compared between different glycoforms to identify average effects due to 

glycan on the atomic fluctuations of the protein. The fluctuations in the un-

glycosylated PrP was used to monitor any glycan induced effects. RMSF of jth atom 

is computed by,  

   

 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹𝑗 =  √
1

𝑛
(∑(𝑥𝑖𝑗−< 𝑥𝑗 >)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

) 

 

3.9 

 

where, xij is the coordinate of jth atom in the ith frame of a simulation containing 

n frames. 

           

3.4.5 Electrostatic interaction energy 

Electrostatic interaction energy between the glycans and all the residues of the 

protein was calculated for the top three cluster centers and averaged over the three 

simulations for each glycoform. This was used to study the average glycan-protein 

interactions in the converged structures. 

 

𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 = 𝑘
𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
(1 −

𝑟𝑖𝑗
2

𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡
2 )2 

3.10 
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4. Results 

From analyzing various frames from different parts of the simulation, it was 

observed that the protein backbone structure of the glycosylated variants did not 

change drastically with respect to the unglycosylated PrP. In a few simulations, 

changes were observed in helix 1 and helix 2. Secondary structure of these sites 

was affected. Most importantly, there were multiple conformations that each glycan 

could take on. This was understood from noticing different simulations of the same 

glycoform resulting in different stable converged conformations of glycan. 

Unglycosylated hamster PrP did not undergo any structural changes, as 

expected. The top clusters from the three independent simulations of 

unglycosylated PrP, when aligned, show very good overlap (Figure 4-1). All of the 

cluster centers are similar to the conformations found in the NMR structure. 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Cluster centers of unglycosylated PrP: Top 2 cluster centers of 

unglycosylated PrP from 3 independent simulations. 
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Glycoforms with Diacetylchitobiose: 

 

  Some cluster centers with different orientations of the glycan from all 

the simulations involving diacetylchitobiose are shown in figures below (Figure 

4-2, Figure 4-5). Diacetylchitobiose being a small glycan, there are fewer sites 

that can form hydrogen bonds with the protein. From analyzing the cluster 

centers from the simulations, it could be noted that there is a large variation in 

the orientations of the glycan between clusters. This is true for all the three 

glycoforms involving diacetylchitobiose. The GlcNAc units in the glycan were 

observed to form hydrogen bonds mostly with immediate neighboring residues.   

 The sites of glycosylation limit the residues that can interact with the 

small sized glycan. When diacetylchitobiose is attached to N181, a site on helix 

2 that faces away from the protein core. It is seen to predominantly interact with 

the only one or two residues at the local site of glycosylation, and with residues 

on helix 3. This can be seen in the plot of residue-wise average electrostatic 

interaction energy with the glycan (Figure 4-16). N197 is on a flexible loop, 

pointing away from the protein, and a similar behavior is seen despite the 

flexibility of the site. Diacetylchitobiose at N197 is seen to interact with the 

residues around the site of glycosylation and with helix 1. The hydrogen bonds 

formed by glycans at N197 reduce the atomic fluctuations of the flexible loop 

which in turn reduces the fluctuations of N-terminal region (Figure 4-3). Glycan 

at N181 does not seem to reduce the overall atomic fluctuations of the protein. 

Of the three simulations of mono glycosylated PrP attached to 

diacetylchitobiose at N197, the architecture of the protein did not change in two 
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simulations, but the backbone of the helix 1 was noticed to be altered in the 

third simulation. Helix 1 is observed to be disrupted due to formation of 

hydrogen bonds between the glycan and Glu152. This modified architecture is 

found in all the top clusters of the third simulation suggesting that the glycan 

interaction to distort the protein at helix 1 is strong. In the doubly glycosylated 

variant, the glycans interact with protein independently, with very little 

interaction between the small sized glycan (image (k) of Figure 4-5). The 

interaction energy profile of the diacetylchitobiose at N181 and N197 in mono 

glycosylated PrP is very similar to that of diglycosylated variants (Figure 4-4).  

 

Figure 4-2 Distortion of helix 1 by diacetylchitobiose: a) Distortion of helix 1 due 

to glycan interaction seen in one of the three simulations of mono glycosylated PrP 

with diacetylchitobiose at N197. B) Overlap of the backbone of cluster centers of top 

6 clusters from the same simulation. NMR structure of PrP is shown in black 
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Figure 4-3 RMSF plots from simulations of PrP modified through addition of 

diacetylchitobiose: Average RMSF from simulations of mono glycosylated PrP with 

glycan at N181 represented by the blue curve, average RMSF from simulations of 

mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N197 represented by the orange curve, and 

average RMSF from simulations of doubly glycosylated PrP represented by the green 

curve. Red dashed lines represent the site of glycosylation. 

 

Figure 4-4 Interaction Energy Profile of diacetylchitobiose: Profile of 

electrostatic interaction energy between glycan and protein from simulations of a) 

mono glycosylated b) double glycosylated PrP. The curve in red represents glycan 

attached at N197 and the curve in blue represents glycan attached at N181. 
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Figure 4-5 Cluster centers from the simulations of PrP attached to 

diacetylchitobiose: Cluster center apart from the ones in Figure 4-2 are shown here. 

(a-e) mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N181, (f-h) mono glycosylated PrP with 

glycan at N197, (i-k) diglycosylated PrP with glycan at N181 and N197. 
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Glycoforms with Complex biantennary with no Sialic Acid: 

 

Complex biantennary glycan with no sialic acid, being a much bigger 

and bulkier glycan compared to diacetylchitobiose, it is able to form a greater 

number of hydrogen bonds with the protein. The architecture of the protein did 

not undergo any change upon addition of the glycan, but some details of the 

secondary structure within the protein were affected in a few simulations. Some 

cluster centers with different orientations of glycan are shown in Figure 4-10 

along with Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7. 

When linked to N181, the glycan can be seen to interact with local 

residues at the site of glycosylation. The branches of the glycan can also form 

hydrogen bonds with the helix 3 or with sheet 1 and sheet 2 depending on how 

the glycan converges. Since these sites are already stable, there is a very little 

noticeable decrease in the atomic fluctuations. However, in one of the three 

simulations of mono glycosylated PrP with complex biantennary glycan at 

N197, the region of helix 2 towards the N-terminus from the site of 

glycosylation dissociates to form a loop. Cluster centers of the top three clusters 

belonging to the above-mentioned simulation are shown below (Figure 4-6).  
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Figure 4-6 Helix 2 dissociated by complex biantennary glycan: Cluster centers of 

the top 3 clusters from the simulation of mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N181 

that showed dissociation of helix 2. 

 

When linked to N197, the complex biantennary glycan is able to reduce 

the fluctuations of the protein drastically (Figure 4-8). This is because 

stabilizing hydrogen bonds are formed with the flexible regions. While the 

average atomistic fluctuations decrease, the secondary structure was affected in 

one simulation turning the beta sheet into loops. This is possibly due to the 

orientation of the glycan in these structures. One branch of the glycan forms 

hydrogen bonds with helix 1, while the rest of the glycan is seen to be stretching 

away from the protein. This pull on the helix 1 by the stretching of the glycan 

could be the reason for the dissociation of the beta sheet.  
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Figure 4-7 Reduction in beta sheet content due to complex biantennary glycan: 

Central structures of the top three clusters from a simulation of mono glycosylated 

PrP at N197 that showed a reduction in beta sheet structures. 

 

The doubly glycosylated variant did not show any change in the 

structure of the protein. When doubly glycosylated, the glycans could most 

often interact with each other. This is due to the bulkiness of the glycans, which 

allowed them to stretch to form stable interactions. In some low populated 

clusters, they were also seen to converge with no hydrogen bonds between the 

glycans, converging into structures similar to the mono glycosylated variants. 

The strong interactions between the glycans changed the interaction energy 

profile of glycans when compared to the mono glycosylation variants (Figure 

4-9). The modified pattern suggests that glycan-protein interaction for glycans 

at each site decreases in the presence of the doubly glycosylated state. The 

decrease in atomic fluctuations of doubly glycosylated variants is similar to 

mono glycosylation at N197 (Figure 4-8).  
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Figure 4-8 RMSF plots from simulations of PrP glycosylated with the addition 

of complex biantennary glycan: Average RMSF from simulations of mono 

glycosylated PrP with glycan at N181 represented by the blue curve, average RMSF 

from simulations of mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N197 represented by the 

orange curve, and average RMSF from simulations of doubly glycosylated PrP 

represented by the green curve. Red dashed lines represent the site of glycosylation. 

 

Figure 4-9 Interaction Energy Profile of complex biantennary glycan: Profile of 

electrostatic interaction energy between glycan and protein from simulations of a) 

mono glycosylated b) di-glycosylated PrP. The curve in red represents the energy 

profile of glycan attached at N197 and the blue curve represents the energy profile of 

glycan attached at N181. 
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Figure 4-10 Cluster centers from the simulations of PrP attached to complex 

biantennary glycan: (a-c) mono glycosylated PrP at N181, (d-f) mono glycosylated 

PrP at N197, (g,h) diglycosylated PrP with glycan at N181 and N197. 
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Glycoforms with Complex biantennary glycan with Sialic acid: 

 

The addition of sialic acid to the complex biantennary glycan does not 

change the length of the glycan drastically, yet it has a stronger impact on the 

protein. The backbone fluctuations decrease in all the three glycoforms (Figure 

4-14). The average residue-wise interactions show increased magnitude of 

interaction energy suggesting an increase in the strength of the non-covalent 

bonds formed between glycan and the AA residues (Figure 4-17).  

When linked to N181, the orientation of the glycans is similar to what 

was observed in the variant without the sialic acid, but with much stronger and 

stable interaction through both branches. Two of the three simulations of mono 

glycosylated PrP at N181 had no change in the 3D structure. However, in the 

third simulation, helix 1 was dissociated. In the top cluster, it can be noticed 

that the helix 1 turns into a loop (Figure 4-11), while cluster centers of second 

and third clusters show lesser dissociation. 

Of the three simulations of mono glycosylated PrP with complex 

biantennary glycan with SA attached to N197, there were no structural changes 

to the protein in simulation 1. Simulation 2 had dissociated helix 2 (Figure 4-12) 

similar to what was seen in complex biantennary with no SA at N181. In 

simulation 3, helix 1 is found to be displaced from its original position (Figure 

4-13).  

More cluster centers that show glycan at various other orientations are 

shown in Figure 4-16. 
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Figure 4-11 Helix 1 dissociated by complex biantennary glycan with sialic acid: 

Cluster center of top cluster from a simulation of PrP attached to complex biantennary 

glycan with sialic acid, at N181, that showed dissociated helix 1. 

  

 

Figure 4-12 Helix 2 dissociated by complex biantennary glycan with sialic acid: 

Cluster center of top cluster from a simulation of PrP attached to complex biantennary 

glycan with sialic acid, at N197, that showed dissociated helix 2 
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Figure 4-13 Helix 1 distorted by complex biantennary glycan with sialic acid: 

Cluster center of top cluster from a simulation of PrP attached to complex biantennary 

glycan with sialic acid, at N197, that showed distorted helix 1. NMR structure of 

unglycosylated PrP shown in black. 

 

In the diglycosylated models, stable interactions between the glycans at 

two sites were observed. But the interaction between protein and glycan was 

much stronger than what was observed with the other glycans (Figure 4-17). 

The overall 3D structure of the protein is unchanged. This is possibly due to 

interactions between the glycans reducing the disruptive interactions between 

the protein and the glycan. 
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Figure 4-14 RMSF plots from simulations of PrP glycosylated with the addition 

of complex biantennary glycan with sialic acid: Average RMSF from simulations 

of mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N181 represented by the blue curve, average 

RMSF from simulations of mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N197 represented 

by the orange curve, and average RMSF from simulations of diglycosylated PrP 

represented by the green curve. Red dashed lines represent the site of glycosylation. 

 

Figure 4-15 Interaction energy profile of complex biantennary glycan with sialic 

acid: Profile of electrostatic interaction energy between glycan and protein from 

simulations of a) mono glycosylated b) diglycosylated PrP. The curve in red 

represents glycan attached at N197 and the curve in blue represents glycan attached 

at N181. 
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Figure 4-16 Cluster centers from simulations of PrP with complex biantennary 

glycan with sialic acid: (a-c) mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N181, (d-f) 

mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N197, (g-i) diglycosylated PrP with glycan at 

N181 and N197 
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Figure 4-17 Residue-wise average electrostatic interaction energy: Average 

electrostatic interaction energy was computed for each residue in the cluster centers 

of the top 3 clusters of all the simulations. Average electrostatic interaction energy of 

PrP residues computed for mono glycosylated PrP with glycan at N181, mono 

glycosylated PrP with glycan at N197 and diglycosylated PrP are shown in graphs a), 

b) and c) respectively. In each graph, the blue curve represents glycoforms with 

diacetylchitobiose, the orange curve represents glycoforms with the complex 

biantennary glycan, the green curve represents glycoforms with the complex 

biantennary glycan with SA. Red dashed lines represent the site of glycosylation. 
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From the above observations, it is evident that glycans can have significant 

effects on the structure and stability of the PrP. Glycans are capable of modifying the 

secondary structure of some parts of PrP and can also displace the structured 

segments within the protein. Such modifications are observed even with the smallest 

of the glycans used. Previous studies of glycoproteins suggest that glycans in most 

cases stabilize the local structure of glycosylation, while in some cases they disrupt 

the local structure [14], [15], [29], [106], [110], [111]. The observations from the 

simulations in this study show that glycan may stabilize or disrupt the structure 

depending on their convergence, and, thereby, the resulting interaction. Multiple 

simulations of the same glycoform showed that there are different convergence 

possibilities, and each configuration impacts the protein differently. In the case of the 

complex biantennary glycan at N181, while two out of three simulations did not 

change the structure of the protein, one simulation resulted in partial dissociation of 

helix 1 near the site of glycosylation. Similarly, diacetylchitobiose at N197 displaces 

helix 1 and partially converts it to a loop in one simulation. Complex biantennary 

glycan with SA at N181 showed similar effects on helix 1 and complex biantennary 

with SA at N197 could also dissociate helix 2. It is clear that helix 1 and helix 2 can 

be affected by glycans at both sites of the mono glycosylated forms.   

Such a reduction in alpha helix content in the protein structure due to glycans 

suggests that the internal non-covalent interactions are disturbed by the glycans. This 

means glycans can induce partial unfolding within the structure of PrP. This 

observation has not been reported before.  
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The stability of helix 1 in the unglycosylated PrP arises from the hydrogen 

bonds between Y149, R156 on helix 1 with various AA on the loop connecting helix 

2 and helix 3. Diacetylchitobiose in one simulation formed additional hydrogen bonds 

with the helix 1 region, specifically with E152 forcing Y149 to be free due to steric 

effects. Diacetylchitobiose at N197 could also form hydrogen bonds with the AAs in 

loop between helix 3 and helix 2 which previously provided stability to helix 1. Such 

disruptive interaction of glycans with this region resulted in the loss of secondary 

structure in helix 1. This induced unfolding within the PrP has not been reported 

previously and could play a crucial role in its misfolding mechanism. 

Bulkier the glycan, higher is the possibility in attaining a stable conformation 

through multiple interactions. The increased number of monosaccharide units 

naturally increase the number of possible sites that can form hydrogen bonds with the 

protein. The glycans used in the simulation, while they are of different sizes, they are 

much smaller than the glycans that are usually found in the strains of PrP [7]. For 

bulkier glycans, the orientations of glycans in diglycosylated PrP need not be the 

same as seen in mono glycosylated PrP. This is because glycans at one site could 

interact with glycan at another site on the protein when doubly glycosylated. This 

allows for more possible stable configurations for the glycans. The increase in size 

from diacetylchitobiose to complex biantennary glycan resulted in more sites of 

interaction, but with very little increase in the magnitude interaction energy. But the 

increase in the magnitude of interaction energy was much larger in the presence of 

SA groups, suggesting that the non-covalent interactions are stronger with the 

addition of SA. The presence of the negative charge is the reason for such behaviour.  
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5. Outlook 

Glycans are dynamic molecules, with varied structure and composition. The 

fact that monosaccharides can link in any order, and the possibility of branching 

within glycans increases the complexity in the structure and composition of these 

sugar molecules. The length and flexibility of the long branches within a glycan can 

allow the glycan to interact with various segments in a protein. In glycosylated PrP, 

a glycan linked at a site of glycosylation, can take on multiple stable conformations, 

and the glycan can thus interact with different parts of the protein depending on its 

convergence and can impact the structure and stability accordingly. These newly 

formed interactions often change the non-covalent interactions within the protein. 

When glycans interact with flexible regions through hydrogen bonds, the atomic 

fluctuations of these regions reduce. But in a few cases, it was observed that 

disturbing the pre-existing non-bonded interactions can also change the nature of 

secondary structure within the region, for example, turning it into a loop. All the 

glycans used in the study showed this behaviour in at least one of the multiple 

simulations involving each glycan. It was interesting to note that doubly glycosylated 

PrP only showed increased stability and no dissociation of the secondary structures. 

While all the glycans used in the simulations were found to interact with the 

neighboring residues at the site of glycosylation, bigger glycans with multiple 

branches and long arms could converge in such a way that they formed stable 

interactions through hydrogen bonds with parts of the protein far away from the site 

of the glycosylation as well. The resulting reduction in the atomic fluctuation of the 
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protein by glycans depends on the sites at which the glycan is attached as the site of 

glycosylation dictates the residues that can interact with the glycan. 

PrP is almost always chemically modified by the addition of glycans. However, 

in vitro studies have not used these modifications extensively in their study. This 

study helps understand PrP in its more natural state as found in the cell and it 

emphasizes the impact of the presence of glycans. The effects of glycans on PrP 

certainly cannot be ignored. Site of glycosylation, size of the glycans, and the 

composition of glycans can all have specific effects on the PrP molecule. 

This is the first study that explores the effects of the size, composition and site 

of glycosylation on the PrP in a systematic fashion. Even though glycans mostly 

stabilize the molecule, it is clear that structural changes in PrP can be brought about 

by either bigger glycans at either site or even a small glycan like diacetylchitobiose 

at N197. Structural changes, if any, were observed in the helix 1, helix 2, and in the 

beta strands within Hamster PrP. Glycan at N197 is most often found to form 

stabilizing interactions with the nearby helix 1 which is relatively a flexible part of 

the protein. These glycan-protein interactions stabilize the protein by reducing 

fluctuations of such flexible regions. The glycan at N181, while it forms interactions 

with the local site of glycosylation, the probability of it interacting with the more 

flexible helix 1 is not as high as in the case of a glycan at N197. While the strength 

of the interaction between protein and glycan can be increased by the size of glycan, 

large increases in strength of interaction can also be brought in by the presence of 

charged SA groups.   
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One of the crucial observations is the induced unfolding within the PrP due to 

glycan-protein interactions. In the context of PrP, this is an important effect that can 

presumably contribute to PrP misfolding. The unfolded protein with more flexible 

segments is more likely to be influenced by PrPSc in inducing misfolding.  

This observation provides a motivation to further study dimerization 

simulations of glycosylated prion proteins with bulky glycans. Glycans have proven 

to form stabilizing hydrogen bonds with the protein and with other glycans. The 

dimerization simulation can shed lights into the initiation misfolding process itself. It 

is highly likely that at the initial stages of misfolding, the stability is provided by 

glycan interactions. It is also possible that a glycan from one PrP molecule could 

attract other PrP molecules through hydrogen bonds. If either of the PrP is misfolded, 

then glycans are likely to help in the templated seeded misfolding. Once the chemical 

techniques for specific glycosylation are developed, this speculation can be tested 

through aggregation studies of specific glycoforms of PrP. Studying the rate of 

aggregation for different glycoforms can hint at preferential effects if any. 

Hamster PrP is known to have no intermediate structure along its folding 

pathway. This was uncovered in SMFS studies [40]. If site specific chemical 

glycosylation techniques are developed, it will provide a way to study force extension 

curves of glycosylated PrP. Intermediate states are held together by non-covalent 

interaction within the protein. It is highly likely that the presence of glycans can 

significantly modify the non-covalent interactions and has the potential to induce new 

intermediate states. This can have significant effects on the folding pathway.  
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This study, therefore, motivates to conduct several further studies to explore the 

glycan effects on PrP. These studies can be both experimental and computational in 

nature. Molecular dynamics of dimerization of glycosylated PrP can possibly provide 

insights into the misfolding mechanisms. Glycans with three, four, or more branches 

form the highest population among the glycans found in PrPSc, therefore, simulations 

of PrP with even more bulky glycans, with more branches can be tested. Effects on 

PrP due to glycans with fucose ring [158], a commonly found monosaccharide in 

mammals, attached to the first GlcNAc of the core of the N-glycan can be tested to 

understand effects of steric crowding closer to the site of glycosylation. Such steric 

crowding might play an important role when the glycan is attached to N197 due to 

its proximity to helix 1. Mannose rich glycans and hybrid glycans might impact PrP 

differently compared to complex glycans. MD can again be used to compare the 

effects of other types of glycans with the results of this study. With the development 

of chemical techniques to attach glycans at the desired site, several experimental 

studies can be carried out. To test the stability of specific glycoforms, thermal 

unfolding can be performed. Aggregation studies can hint at the preferential effects 

in misfolding of specific glycoforms (if any), and SMFS would provide insights into 

glycan’s effects on the intermediate states, and on the folding pathway. Such analysis 

can be crucial to the complete understating of the mechanism of prion disease spread. 
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